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Bummock: Tennyson Research Centre is the result of a long-term artistic 
investigation by artists Danica Maier, Andrew Bracey and Sarah 
Bennett, in the Tennyson Research Centre (TRC), Lincoln. This 
archive holds what is considered to be the most significant collection 
in the world relating to the Lincolnshire-born nineteenth century poet, 
Alfred Tennyson. Though the archive houses a wealth of objects and 
information on the poet himself, it is the lesser-known and intriguing 
content concerning his wider family and relationships that has been 
central to the creation of new work by all three artists.

Over the past four years, the artists have explored the archive with an 
intention to examine and respond to what they call the ‘Bummock’; 
a term used to describe the large part of an iceberg hidden beneath 
the surface of the sea. This exhibition forms part of a wider research 
project, ‘Bummock: Artists in Archives’, led by Danica Maier and 
Andrew Bracey, which is investigating, researching and using unseen 
parts of archives as catalysts for new works.

This exhibition shows new works by each artist, alongside the 
objects, memories and stories selected from the archive that inspired 
them. Danica was most taken by Alfred Tennyson’s great niece Fryn 
(Wynifried) Tennyson Jesse. Her new work looks at Fryn’s legacy 
and her personal relationships, through the lens of Danica’s own 
family narratives. Andrew’s interest was captured by the drawings 
and sketchbooks of Alfred and Emily Tennyson’s eldest son, Hallam. 
His work explores these objects as unique visual records giving a 
fascinating and alternative insight into the upbringing and daily life of 
Tennyson’s children specifically and Victorian life in general. Sarah’s 
research took as its starting point Tennyson’s immediate family and 
the various illnesses from which most of the male family members 
suffered. She then investigated the situation of the female Tennysons 
who were excluded from a university education, unlike their male 
counterparts.

More about ‘Bummock: Artists in Archives’ can be found via the website 
https://www.bummock.org/

about the artists and their work:

sarah bennett
On my visits to the Tennyson Research Centre I was drawn to a diverse 
range of objects, some from the ‘bummock’ and others from the ‘tip’. 
Each intriguing item has subsequently contributed to the development 
of my new artworks presented in this exhibition. For example, the 
tobacco leaves that appear in the composite layered drawing Plant 
Seizure: Alfred Tennyson, reference the block of Alfred’s (unsmoked) 
tobacco, while the printed collar patterns belonging to his daughter-in-
law, Audrey Tennyson (née Boyle), can be seen enlarged and layered in 
her Plant Seizure portrayal. The other Plant Seizure drawings provide 
clues to the causes and cures for the depression, anxieties, addictions 
and convulsions suffered by the male line in the Tennyson family, 
as well as significant events in their lives. The vouchers detailing 
purchases made on behalf of Edward Tennyson during the five decades 
he spent in a “home for the insane in York”1 prompted the making 
of Touch Me – a wrapped paper parcel shielded by thorns – that I 
designate as a ‘restless object’ (objet agité).

The horizons of the Tennyson women were constrained by 
Victorian social norms, and I explore this theme in Bound. Following 
a conversation with Emily Selwood (his future wife), about women’s 
exclusion from university, Tennyson wrote the blank verse poem 
The Princess. In the poem Princess Ida initially rejects the Prince – to 
whom she was betrothed in childhood – because she has established 
a women-only college and wishes to pursue purely educational aims. 
Bound, comprises five small fragments of speech voiced by the main 
characters, which are visible in separate copies of the poem between an 
over-abundance of ‘snake weights’ (weights used to hold books open 
while viewing them or displaying them in archives and museums). 
Developing further the reference to museum and archive practice, each 
copy rests on an extended foam book support to which are pinned 
the relevant character’s name cut from excerpts of nineteenth century 
treatises advocating for women’s higher education.2 Multiple family 
connections can be found within the artworks, seeding new narratives 
and juxtapositions.

My thanks to Phil Ellis, David Salas and Paul Ramsay for 
supporting the production of Comforter.

1 Martin, R.B. (1980) Tennyson: The Unquiet Heart, London: Faber and Faber p.137
2 Fitch, J.G, (1890) ‘Women and the Universities’ in The Contemporary Review pp.240-
255; and Reid, M, (1988) [1843] A Plea for Woman, Edinburgh: Polygon
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Sound in the Gallery Workshop with Ross Oliver
2–3:30pm, 22nd January, Education Suite, The Collection Museum

Sound artist Ross Oliver will deliver a workshop that draws influence 
from Tennyson’s poem Voyage of Maeldune. The poem is rich in 
themes of listening and hearing, particularly within verses referring 
to the “Silent Isle” and the “Isle of Shouting”. During the workshop 
participants will be exploring the narratives of both verses and the 
extreme states of hearing that they both depict using sound recording 
and listening exercises. Workshop suitable for all ages and abilities.

Bummock: Tennyson Research Centre Symposium
10am–4pm, 19th February, Auditorium

speakers: Dr. Sarah Bennett, Sue Breakell, Andrew Bracey, Dr. Jim 
Cheshire, Jenny Gleadell, Danica Maier, Dr. Sian Vaughan 

This symposium will explore and expand upon issues arising from 
the residency and exhibition, Bummock: Tennyson Research Centre. 
The speakers’ presentations will include an overview of the Tennyson 
Research Centre held in the Lincolnshire County Archives, connections 
between Tennyson, his family and the artworks, importance of the 
personal within the archive and its materiality, discussion about the 
sense of ‘place’ of the archive and these implications, an unpacking 
of the artists research and work within the TRC. There will be 
plenty of opportunity for questions and discussion at the end of the 
presentations.  The symposium will be followed by a celebratory book 
launch of the publication arising from the project. 

further places to see this exhibition: 

Broadcaster Noticeboard
Outside, Waddington Methodist Chapel
21 Dec, 2021 – 20 March 2022

events and workshops

Tickets for all events and workshops are available online at 
www.thecollectionmuseum.com 

Please note, places are limited and pre-booking will be necessary.

Gallery Tours
2–3pm, 8th January, Exhibition Gallery, with Danica, Andrew and Sarah
2–3pm, 5th February, Exhibition Gallery, with Art Historian, Tennyson and 
Victorian society expert and Lecturer Jim Cheshire, Danica, and Andrew

Informal artist-led gallery tours where you can find out more about the 
artists’ work, the ideas behind the exhibition and the selection of objects 
from the Tennyson Research Centre. 

The artists will be joined in conversation by Jim Cheshire, Art Historian 
and Lecturer at the University of Lincoln, on the 5th February.

Reading by Danica Maier
2–3pm, 15th January, Exhibition Gallery, The Collection Museum

Her Words, My Voice is a live reading of quotes taken from Joanna 
Colenbrander’s biography, A Portrait of Fryn: Biography of F. Tennyson 
Jesse. Taking you from Fryn’s early years through until after her death, 
together these quotes give insight into Tennyson’s great niece, Fryn, as 
well as an impression of the artist. Some quotes are direct connections 
or similarities between them, others are merely thoughts that touched 
Danica or to which she relates. 

Re-versed Poems Workshop with Kate Buckley
2–3.30pm, 12th February, Education Suite, The Collection Museum

The workshop will invite participants to engage directly with Tennyson’s 
poetry, rearranging a selection of his poems to generate their own. Using 
the ‘cut-up technique’, introduced by the Dadaists of the 1920s and 
popularized by writers of the Beat generation, participants will create new 
poetry from Tennyson’s words. The ‘re-versed’ poems will be assembled 
to form a new and unique text-based artwork made by the participants, 
which will form part of an online gallery following the workshop. 
Workshop suitable for all ages and abilities.

COVER IMAGE: Notebooks containing drawings by Hallam Tennyson as a child, (TRC/BC/7624) 
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Thanks go to all who have supported the development of this 
exhibition, the staff at Lincolnshire Archives and The Collection 
Museum, Lincoln and the team of dedicated freelancers and businesses 
who have made this possible, including but not limited to Joff + Ollie 
Studio, Miriam Bean, NCCD, Reece Straw, Bradley Oliver-White and 
Iain Edwards.



Tennyson Research Centre, Lincolnshire Archives  
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above: Artist’s bookmarked and notated copy of A Portrait of Fryn (1984), by Joanna Colenbrander  
below: Baby’s silver rattle comprising seven bells in two rows, whistle and a piece of teething coral (LCNTE2012/31)
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Sarah Bennett is a practicing artist and an academic. She has a PhD by 
practice which was awarded in 2010 and her artistic research traverses 
fine art, cultural geography, architectural history, museology and the 
history of psychiatry. She frequently engages an archival/historical lens 
through which to research institutional systems, codes and mores in 
order to flip the focus back onto contemporary attitudes and contexts. Her 
recent exhibitions include Materiality: provisional states at Hestercombe 
Gallery, UK, and Safe-keeping (custodia) at the Museo Laboratorio della 
Mente, Rome, and the Museo Manicomio di San Servolo, Venice. Bennett 
has 35 years of experience in Higher Arts Education – most recently 
as Head of the School of Art and Architecture at Kingston University, 
London, where she is now a Visiting Fellow. She has been involved in the 
delivery of international collaborative Masters and PhD programmes in 
Fine Art and is on the Board of EQ-Arts, based in Amsterdam.

andrew bracey
My initial visits to the archive were filled with an inquisitive spirit. There 
was an abundance of possible subject matters to explore. I chose to 
sidestep items directly relating to Alfred Tennyson, to instead focus on his 
and Emily’s children, Lionel and Hallam. One of my favourite pieces of 
information in researching the children was that they were home-schooled 
until they were 11 and 13 respectively; this was not just for pedagogic 
principles, but because their parents wanted to keep their hair long. 
After much time spent looking attentively in the archive, I found that 
the most captivating items were Hallam’s minute childhood notebooks. 
These contained drawings, chess and geometry problems, holiday notes, 
handwriting practice and more. 

The notebooks give a fascinating insight into the mind of a Victorian 
child, with his future still to come, and more specifically one whose 
identity would be forever defined by his father. Furthermore, the content 
was encyclopaedic, with multiple subjects and interests that were not 
necessarily linked in an obvious or linear way. The books also reminded 
me of my childhood practice of keeping a visual and written record of 
holidays, a similarly hotchpotch collection of things. The notebooks I 
found remind me of historian Carolyn Steedman’s words: “the archive 
is also a place of dreams.”3 The archive can be a place for discovery, 
possibilities and imagination, something the Tennyson Research Centre 
typifies.

 

3 Steedman, Carolyn. Dust: The Archive and Cultural History, Manchester, UK: 
Manchester University Press, 2001, p69.

I made hand-cut woodblock prints that replicated pages from Hallam’s 
notebooks. Although they were done as accurately as possible, they 
diverge in multiple ways from the original: through shifting the 
size more akin to my own hand than a child’s; human error; the 
mirroring effect in the print process and so on. I am interested in 
these differences. For me, Hallam’s notebooks disclose a child’s 
innate curiosity in so many things, which can become side-lined as we 
become adults.

Andrew Bracey is an artist based in Waddington. His work 
emphasises the importance of looking, attentiveness and materiality 
in appropriation and explores the slippages between the original/
reproduction, artist/curator, painter/artist. His current PhD by 
Practice is testing the original position of the ‘Parasitical Painter’; how 
contemporary artists use historical paintings to initiate new dialogue 
between the past and the contemporary. Solo exhibitions include 
Project Space Plus, Lincoln; Isherwood Gallery, Wigan; Usher Gallery, 
Lincoln; Nottingham Castle; Manchester Art Gallery; Wolverhampton 
Art Gallery; Transition Gallery, London and firstsite, Colchester; 
alongside over 150 group shows and 20 curated exhibitions. He is 
Programme Leader of MA Fine Art at The University of Lincoln.

danica maier 
For over four years I have been on a journey with Alfred Tennyson’s 
great niece Fryn (Wynifried) Tennyson Jesse (1888-1958); getting to 
know her through research within the Tennyson Research Centre, 
her publications, and the bibliography A Portrait of Fryn, by Joanna 
Colenbrander.  I have spent time pondering the imagined and 
remembered narratives that come through the archived items of her 
life. There are similarities and cross overs within Fryn’s life and my 
own; bringing personal and family histories to mind while exploring 
her narrative.

Through the research and artwork created, I have imagined Fryn’s 
life stories and remembered my own.  This exploration has seen our 
narratives become intertwined into a new whole.  The similarities 
of imagined and remembered stories has been a key focus; playfully 
exploring her memories to inhabit them, to understand them, to 
know them. Exploring her stories until they become as if my own. 
Playing with them as they intertwine with my own stories; until I 
inhabit her memories and imagine mine. 

I am haunted. Haunted by my past, both recent and distant. 
Remove the negative connotations one might expect with such a 
statement and focus instead on the meaning of ‘haunt’: to frequent, 
visit regularly, spend time with, be familiar with, indulge in. My past is 
here with me now, it visits me regularly, a frequent part of my day. 
With a detailed visual memory, I walk through the past as if I am 
(almost) there. I can pull the smells and tastes (nearly) into being. My 
mind thinks, imagines, dreams, and remembers – in multisensory 
3-dimensional technicolour – all in the same manner and space. They 
are distinct, yet are only tenuously separate; memories and dreams are 
sometimes confused.

Our personal memories are told and retold slightly differently in 
each telling – these stories are not set in ‘fact’ but are in flux. At the 
core is a nugget of truth but all too often the stories take on a life of 
their own. The (re)told stories of reminiscing become their own (new) 
memory.  The remembered ‘truth’ becomes intertwined with the 
imagined which in turn are interwoven into new narratives.

In a sense, the artworks created are a new remembered and 
imagined narrative of Fryn and me. 

Danica Maier is an artist and academic currently living and working in 
Lincolnshire. Her practice focuses on the un-repeating-repeat, material 
processes, transposition, conflating expectations, and how an audience 
looks/listens; as well as the dialogical nature of collaborative projects 
that foster independent artworks alongside wider group outcomes. Her 
work uses site-specific installations, drawing, and objects to explore 
expectations, while using subtle slippages to transgress propriety. 
Recent exhibitions/live events include: Score: Mechanical Asynchronicity, 
The Space at Nottingham Contemporary, (with Martin Scheuregger), 
Nottingham; Associated Thoughts on Line, as part of the Convocation: 
On Expanded Language-Based Practices within the Research Pavilion 
at the 58th Venice Biennale; re-turning, AirSpace Gallery, Stoke-on-
Trent. Maier is an Associate Professor in Fine Art at Nottingham Trent 
University, where she supervises PhD candidates.

* Ghost: a slight trace or vestige of something and/or a faint secondary image caused by a 
fault in an optical system, duplicate signal transmission
† Haunt: origins from Old French hanter: to frequent, visit regularly; have to do with, be 
familiar with; indulge in, cultivate (12c.)
‡ Heirloom: with its origins in early 15c. (ayre lome) a hybrid from Heir + Loom – in its 
original but now otherwise obsolete sense of “implement, tool,” piece of property or equipment 
that is passed down with the real estate


